Nocturnal respiration of lichens in their natural habitat is not affected by preceding diurnal net photosynthesis.
Dark respiration (DR) of lichens is reported to be higher in species with a high photosynthetic potential (suggesting a metabolic maintenance cost effect) and also, often in laboratory studies, transiently after photosynthesis (suggesting a substrate-driven effect). We investigated the occurrence of the latter, the effect of diurnal net photosynthesis (NP) on subsequent nocturnal DR, under natural temperate climate conditions in the chlorolichens Lecanora muralis and Cladonia convoluta and the cyanolichen Collema cristatum. Data sets totalling 15 months, 106 and 113 days, respectively, were obtained from automatic cuvettes that continually measured CO2 exchange and ambient conditions at 30 min intervals. For each 24 h period (sunrise to following sunrise), several measures of NP and DR were extracted, including maximal and mean rates and daily sums. No statistically significant correlations between the various measures of DR and preceding NP were found for L. muralis, only one weak correlation for Co. cristatum (the means of DR and NP) and three for Cl. convoluta (sums and means of DR and NP). It is proposed that even these significant correlations are actually a result of embedded codependencies between NP, DR and thallus water content. Overall it is concluded that no substrate-driven dependency of DR on preceding NP under natural conditions could be recognised. The periods of desiccation that often occur between the NP and following DR as well as the wide range of combinations of conditions would certainly contribute to this lack of relationship.